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OVERVIEW

For writers David Simon and Ed Burns (collaborating with many other writers, working on different episodes) The Wire belies its categorization as a police procedural TV series. The reach and interwoven threads of its plotlines, the variety and extent of its characters, the range of the events and ideas being tackled, constitute a pattern more befitting an ambitious piece of literature. It is, they suggest, a novel for television. 

Each of the five series is grounded in the U.S city of Baltimore. A consistent storyline is the drugs trade. Gangs on one side, police and court services on the other, and woven through this we have politicians talking about how to create a richer, safer city, workers attempting to earn an honest living, charities and churches providing welfare, schools wanting to educate youngsters inured to poverty and journalists attempting to understand and secure the public interest. Different organizations abound: gangs, workers’ unions, civic offices, classrooms and police departments, each infused with norms associated with justice, morality, family duty, and professional standards. 

Yet from the start of the first episode, where we see the killing of a state’s witness about to testify against a drug gang, these easy conceptual distinctions fall away. A judge is piqued that the police do not care about ‘his’ witness being silenced. A detective - McNulty - exploits the judge’s irritation by getting a wiretap investigation sanctioned, and the police hierarchy demur, reluctantly. They are worried it might reveal unwholesome connections between senior city officials and crime, something McNulty too suspects, using the investigation as a means of continuing his vendetta against authority. The gang leaders Avon Barksdale and Stringer Bell get wind of the wiretap, and cat and mouse tactics ensue. The wire becomes a metaphor as everyone and everything begins to be connected, potentially. Series one follows this endless cycle of trading drugs, surveillance, arrest, and release in which internecine strife within the gangs and police is as evident as that between them. Indeed ‘doing the right thing’ becomes an entirely contingent experience. Viewers bear witness to a police service managed by an admixture of bullying and statistics, to a court service gilded by egos, to orphaned school kids becoming drug hoppers (street level traders), to city officials taking bribes with indifference, and to the abusive strength of family loyalty. Series two finds the drugs trade inveigling its way to Baltimore’s docks. Dockworkers and union officials are anxious about declining competitiveness; in one scene they watch filmed footage of the highly mechanized port of Rotterdam with form of macabre fascination, as though seeing a horror movie. Drugs are a temptation, they are tempted, and lives unravel. Series three offers a form of righteous reaction in the guise of an unlikely (white) mayoral candidate - Carcetti. He is obviously opportunist, yet sparks with idealism. The sparks burn out, leaving supporters disillusioned, or newly savvy. The city’s problems are too large and too ordinary for ideals and ideas, he just has to hunker and “swallow shit” until he has sufficient social and political capital to escape for the Capitol. Drugs remain a political problem, but a bigger one is when drugs cease to be a problem, which occurs momentarily when Police commander ‘Bunny’ Colvin de facto legalizes drugs trading in a strictly policed zone colloquially known as ‘Hamsterdam’. Its success in reducing crime is, in the eyes of political authorities, eclipsed by the entrepreneurial temerity of its author in taking initiative. Colvin finds himself released from duty, his ideas being too wayward for middle ranking politicians to handle, ever aware as they are of the media, and the Federally sanctioned ‘war on drugs’. Series three also finds the drug gangs experimenting with new forms of trade, becoming more business-like. One of the architects is Stringer Bell who has been attending classes in business and economics. He is learning. Rather than losing bodies and so attracting police attention, he suggests all gangs form a co-operative (The New Day Co-operative), share suppliers of ‘good product’ and divide territory without infighting; ‘… and later for all that gangster bullshit.’ Bell’s insight is acknowledged, but only minimally. Just as the civic authorities appear to ‘need’ a traditional drugs trade to warrant their investment in orthodox responses, so when one gang relinquishes street presence another steps in. The fight goes on into Series four, straight into school classrooms whose ‘knowledge-rich environment’ overspills the confines of any known textbook. The very youngest carry the disposition of hoppers, their destiny feels fixed. A few resist, sustained by the well-intentioned but often fateful intervention of adults; fewer still manage to find any wider horizons. The ‘legal’ opportunities just do not emerge; as with Bell, enterprise is always being frustrated. Young Randy, for example, who has been insulated from gang life by an indomitable foster mum, sets up a business selling sweets. One of his early customers is embroiled in a murder. Forced to be a witness by police, Randy gives up some names under duress, and entirely speculatively. A careless detective betrays Randy’s name when questioning a suspect who, on release, lets it be known on the street that Randy is a snitch. End of Randy’s business, and then his foster home; the school and social services remain powerless. 

A few instances of enterprise do come into fruition, yet these are typically of an errant form. The most egregious is in Series five set in the offices of the Baltimore Sun where status-hungry journalist Scott Templeton is searching for a scoop. Frustrated, he starts to embellish his copy, and finding himself thrown into one of McNulty’s anarchic schemes for preserving justice - this one involving the fabrication of a serial killer to release city funding for cash-starved detective work - is only to happy to exploit the situation by pretending ‘the killer’ phoned him up. The newspaper bosses love the story, themselves under increasing pressure from new owners to cut costs and increase revenues from advertising and sales. Templeton’s star is in the ascendancy, and those of his peers still steeped in the expensive journalistic tradition of verifying facts and building reliable and well-positioned contacts become anachronisms. The series shows news becoming a business not a service, and in the process the newspaper loses what Simon (2013) calls “the substance and vitality of their actual product”. Substance comes from the well researched and accurate reporting and offering considered opinion. Vitality comes from covering events and stories that matter in the lives of readers, typically indigenous to a community. The Baltimore Sun is found increasingly wanting on both, and by the end of Series Five we find it incapable of watching the city’s watchmen; the fourth estate has withered away and in its stead comes a topsy-turvy world in which media prizes are awarded for fabricated stories written using ailing grammar. 

The series are knit together by characters as much the background setting of Baltimore itself, and of course the drugs. The gang leaders Avon Barksdale and Stringer Bell are persistent presences in three series, and police detectives McNulty, Bunk, Freamon and Greggs appear in all five, though sometimes fading almost to nothing, becoming simply a backdrop memory, like one of the unsolved homicides whose name remains in red listed on their office wall. The ‘rip and run’ sole-venture that is Omar Little manages to sustain himself over four series, providing redemptive balance in an otherwise caustic ‘ware of all against all’. Junkie and street trader Bubbles (another who finds enterprise frustrating, his shopping trolley emporium serving as a magnet for muggers) comes and goes, by the end coming close to being a redemptive presence. And against the rules of the game, Cheese, a taciturn gang member, proves adept at moving with the Fortune as it rises and falls, always finding himself employed by those in the ascendancy. There are many more. All are flawed, enticing and then troubling, unreliable in many ways, and engaging because of it.   
 
Outside of the characters and setting the viewer is given very little by way of standard signposting. Cues are sparse, and plot reminders as vague and selective as human memory itself; the viewer must commit to working at the stories. One of the writers working with Burns and Simon - Georges Pelecanos - is quite explicit about this: plot lines are rapidly bent and twisted by all manner of competing and conflicting storylines, losing coherence and organizing drive. The traditional hooks of the police procedural TV drama - dead bodies found in strange circumstances - are used, but become increasingly incidental as other storylines are woven in, the thread appearing only occasionally, even disappearing. This lack of narrative security is no accident; it creates a void that is gradually filled with a sense of wider institutional flows lying behind the protagonists’ travails, without ever being available for explicit articulation. For Simon (BBC, 2009) the Wire is a ‘political tract masquerading as a cop show’ and its depth finds ‘casual viewers’ falling away as easily as extras in a crowd scene. When asked about the difficulty average viewers might have in following often asymmetrical pattern of plotline, chance and character development, David Simon retorted ‘fuck the average viewer’. 

As a visual novel The Wire has much to recommend it to Business and Management scholars. It is about trade, legal and illegal, and the wider ecology by which trade flourishes, diminishes. It examines the effects and affects on peoples’ lives, and it does so very visually. The characters, events and meaning are all there, on the screen, available to view and re-view for as many as care to watch. It is quite obviously a novel about a capitalist way of life, offering salutary insight into a world where people, facing what the sociologist Richard Sennett (2006) calls the ‘spectre of uselessness’, break the law not simply because it pays, but because it is the only way they can be someone, albeit very temporarily. This illegality is not limited to drugs trading, it is pervasive, and it is not so much a question of choice and decision as it is a repeated encounter with small necessities. None of this is new, indeed there are many social science studies attesting to these conditions. What is powerful about The Wire is the manner in which these conditions are expressed using fiction, especially the opportunity offered by novels to show passion, to evoke an entire world from within, and to remind us of what is particularly human in the unfolding of events. It is to these three qualities that we now turn – conviction, expressive power and tragedy. 

THREE QUALITIES OF ‘THE WIRE’ AS FICTION

Conviction
The Wire is too serpentine to summarise, too dense to be readily digested. It has to be worked with rather than passively consumed. Despite or perhaps because of its apparent disregard for the norms of police procedural TV it relies on other devices to pull the viewer. The most compelling is its being blatantly and persistently written from a standpoint of passion; Simon, Burns and others were writing from conviction. It is a huge strength of fiction that it can carry conviction, not just commitment to methodological discipline or a sense of authorial calling, but to causes. Social science demurs from causes, its role being an important one of reaching disinterested understanding by looking from different perspectives or sides. Yet perhaps our research becomes too bloodless as a consequence? Literature accepts the rough edges of human life, it does not go for theoretical smoothness. The philosopher Alfred North Whitehead (1926: 106) suggested ‘[i]t is in literature that the concrete outlook of humanity receives expression. Accordingly it is to literature we must look, particularly in its most concrete forms, if we hope to discover the inwards thoughts of a generation.’ The concrete forms and thoughts are those where life is being lived, without the airbrushing rendered by the high-grade abstractions of theory. Different truths are being spoken of by literature, pragmatic truths that have immediate and often telling consequences in ordinary lives. Where recent social science finds research pushing toward the law-like and cognitive, literature is far less generalising, and like many of the original studies in sociology and business, it sticks with portraying and attempting to understand behaviour. We have perhaps forgotten this, that research in social science can operate to more expansive criteria of meaning and follow what William James (1907: 54-55) calls a pragmatic method of ‘looking away from first things, principles, ‘categories’, supposed necessities; and of looking toward last things, fruits, consequences, facts’.

The Wire shows us what is missing in social science if we avoid such an expansion. By showing behaviours it presents truths that resonate in peoples’ lives, and stays there. In showing behaviour The Wire sets out a space and follows characters therein. The space has a visceral and often vicious totality, it is a world anchored in the tenements of a rust belt city and animated by the struggle to survive. As with Dickens’ rendering of London or Balzac’s Paris, the narrative has the social breadth, complexity of plotline and richness and subtlety of constructed influence that allows the city of Baltimore to redound with the frailty, ambition and accident of human lives being acted out, and upon which the writers felt mainstream America had turned its back (Alvarez, 2009: 11). In writing The Wire Simon (1992; Simon & Burns, 2009/1997) talks of finding himself addicted to bearing witness to the minutiae of everyday life in which mundane events are followed as readily as significant ones. The stories follow the struggles experienced by those living along the wrack lines of the tidal flows of global capital, they are stories that want to be told and they elicit conviction in those telling them.

Throughout there is an emphasis not simply on describing what happens, but in teasing out relationships between such events and developing relations with the audience. Creating such a relational force has a long tradition in novels of conviction. Charles Dickens’ exposé of the structural absurdities of the English legal system in Bleak House for example shows how people become mired in a legal case (Jarndyce versus Jarndyce) so intricate it has lost all sense, despite which the protagonists continue to act. Similarly, characters in The Wire are often acutely aware of having to invest so much energy in simply trying to stay still and resist wider institutional forces, and yet they too continue to act (see Williams, 1972: 209). The upshot for both ‘novels’ is a world of trap doors and opaque meanings in which achievements are transitory and characters often find themselves acting with perpetual mismatch between intention and impact (Love 2009 (citing Eagleton): 95-96), and carry on regardless. In following these lives Dickens’ readers are thrown into the complexity of experience without relief, and each week the serialization in Victorian ‘Penny Dreadfuls’, requires of them the poise and patience to continue bearing with the predicament of law in which the characters find themselves. The Wire continues with the ambition of such literary form. Where Dickens’ levels his complaint against lawyers, judges and litigants, Simon and Burns extend theirs to a concern with all forms of social and economic governance. 

Read across the five series and there is a consistent message: attempt to show initiative and individuality, you end up screwed. Baltimore is shown as residue from global systems of managed enterprise, its poverty and social frailty are the upshot of management practice in which the sole criteria of success is one of material gain, the quicker and larger the better. This is not a complaint against commerce per se, but the global, managed version whose language of budgets and performance measurement, with all its generalities, has ‘seeped into all of our lives like a demon’ (Musil, 1952: 40), finding expressions of nuance and individuality increasingly difficult to sustain. Throughout the series the audience finds instances of human lives being slowly weakened under the influence of managed generalities. The US administration’s war on drugs, for example, sanctions an unsympathetic and costly criminalization of untaxed trading activity. The policy is general, inflexible. The institutional standards by which the ‘war’ is prosecuted create formal rules by which those dealing drugs and dealing with drugs organize; experiment in selling, policing or prosecuting is not tolerated, irrespective of any immediately beneficial results for local communities. Life becomes something lived according to calculable processes: possession of heroin is a crime, a generality; dealing drugs is a crime, a generality; arresting and incarcerating dealers is a duty, a generality. Each action carries a know consequence, the crime is balanced by the correct punishment, which can be negotiated in exchange for valuable information, and we arrive at the correct sum, a generality. Yet, in the words on another great novel, Roberto Bolaño’s 2666 (2004/2009: 823):  “… there is no such thing as a correct sum, only Nazis and teachers of elementary mathematics believed in correct sums”. The Wire shows us the loss in attempting to always manage human lives according to correct sums. The loss is not demographic, nor just economic, but ethical, and The Wire shows us why it matters to speak of it. The fact that social science often feels it cannot be committed in tackling such truths, albeit in a different register, is lamentable.  

Expressive power
In addition to showing the power and importance of conviction, The Wire demonstrates another incredibly potent force available to literature: expressive power. The imaginative effort of storytelling is able to create abstractions whose power lies not with their general applicability but their capacity to crystalize and accentuate meaningful experience. As a result we have emotional and habitual rather than logical associations. The plot lines enable viewers to appreciate how lives connect, how history unfolds into the present without rigid determination, and how humans are tithed to forces over which they have little control, and they do this not just through argument, but by working on our senses. Characters, organizations, norms, and space carry visible presence, and viewers who persist with the episodes allow themselves to be torn away from their world to ‘participate’ (Gadamer, 2004: 128) in the lives of others. The experience is rewarding, enriching. It allows viewers equal access, from which they may spin-out their own unique interpretations. How often are the data of social science so immediately, physically and repeatedly available? Readings will always vary, but their meaning can be readily sourced back to commonly available ‘data’.

There is of course the elephant in the room: the events never occurred; the characters never existed; the organizations never organized. Yet they could have. They are steeped in an empirical sensitivity equal to that of any ethnography. Indeed The Wire is ethnography, with passion. Burns had worked in Baltimore’s police force and education system, and Simon as a reporter for the Baltimore Sun. Burns and Simon had spent years conducting research with drug addicts, drug sellers, police detectives, city officers and workers. The actors they worked with were similarly grounded. Many came from Baltimore itself, some from the drugs trade, and those alien to the city were quickly assimilated, even old-Etonians from Britain (Dominic West, playing McNulty) (see Alvarez, 2009: 29; 104; 357).

So the omniscience of The Wire has an ethnographic grounding. The grounding matters, yet so does its reaching away into fiction, where the power of story is not simply its accuracy but its capacity to elicit sympathy. Literature has an expressive as well as logical power and the former works because we, the audience, have to work with it, we have to complete the stories by weaving the fiction into our experience. This can begin with verisimilitude, judging whether a plot line or characterization is plausible. Simon, Burns and the other writers will be found wanting if they err in ‘real’ detail, if they mess up the name of street intersections, or place sports teams in the wrong colours. Yet details have to be complimented with expressive power, and only in combination is the omniscience of a world revealed. In creating this world Lemann (2010) suggests Simon’s and Burns’ work is in the tradition of Chicago School of Sociology founded by Robert Park for whom the rendering of an entire urban ecology through detailed and painstaking ethnography represented something like a holy grail. An entire institutional setting is unravelled. What makes The Wire compelling is that this unravelling is not that of a bird’s eye view map. We do not see Baltimore from above, but from within, indeed from its guts. Simon’s justification for occupying this ‘worms eye view’ of events is telling. “How do you know loss” he suggests “when you have not yet learned to love what is to be lost” (Simon and Burns, 2009/1997: 618). In re-creating in the mind of the viewer the mental atmosphere, that is the thoughts, feelings and emotions of the objects of study, The Wire invites emphatic understanding, rather than abstract explanation (von Wright 1969: 6); this is its expressive power. The urban ecology is revealed from underneath, from the underbelly. This also has resonance with Park, who thought investigating the lives of those who were downtrodden in some way, who had to struggle with the edges of institutional setting in which they found themselves, revealed more than studies of the settled, habituated and calm. The Wire shows us how literature is able to do this so powerfully, its omniscience being one of imaginative sympathy rather than logical oversight.  

The expressive power of literature is more than verisimilitude. Good writing enables the audience to experience the story as an extension of their existing knowledge, whilst affording them – through the writers’ and actors’ narrative power – awareness of just how far to suspend disbelief (Searle, 1975: 331). As an example take a scene towards the beginning of Series One in which viewers are presented with an analogy between the institutionalized roles in a drug gang and the game of chess. D’Angelo, nephew to gang leader Avon Barksdale and recently entrusted in his first managerial role running a low ranking crew, is explaining how to play chess to two hoppers (Bodie and Wallace):  

D’Angelo: This the king pin. He the man. You get the other dudes’ king you got the game. But they trying to get your king too, so you got to protect him. The king he move one space any direction he damn choose because he’s a king. Like this this this. But he aint got no hussle. But the rest of these mother fuckers on the team they got his back. And they run so deep he really aint got to do shit.
Bodie: Like your Uncle?
D’Angelo: Yeah like my uncle. Now you see this? This the queen. She smart. She fierce. She move any way she want as far as she want. She is the go get done piece. 
Wallace: Reminds me of Stringer [Bell, Barksdale’s No.2]
D’Angelo: And this over here is the Castle. It’s like the stash [of drugs]. It moves like this and like this. 
Wallace: Stash don’t move man
D’Angelo: Cmon think. How many times we moved the stash this week? And every time we move the stash we got to move a little muscle with it, to protect it. 
Bodie: Sure, we right. What about these little bald headed bitches right here? 
D’Angelo: These right here. These are the pawns. They like the soldiers. They move like this. One space forward only. Except when they fight, when its like this. They like the front line. They out in the field
Wallace: So how d’you get to be the king?
D’Angelo: It ‘aint like that. You see the king stay the king. Everything stay who he is. Except the pawns. If a pawn makes it all the way to the other dude’s side. You get to be queen. Like I said the queen aint no bitch. She got all the moves. 
Bodie: Awright. So if I make it to the other end I win?
D’Angelo: If you catch the other dude’s king and trap it then you win. 
Bodie: But if I make it to the end I’m top dog
D”Angelo: It’ aint like that. Look. The pawns in the game get capped quick. They be out the game early.
Bodie: Unless they some smart assed pawns. 

The words come like drops in a waterfall, compacted with tight order, but the resonance throws up spray and spume that have the viewer thinking about possibilities to come. Clearly such carefully falling dialogue is crafted - this scene is scripted. It is grounded in the ‘real’, and then extended fictionally to reach out to an audience who, in being pulled in, suspend their disbelief (could D’Angelo really talk with such insight?) sufficiently to appreciate the predicament the protagnists find themselves in. The result is insightful because of the way facts carry emotional resonance. The fictional quality of The Wire shows us how verification can become a conversation, the stories conveying more than is actually said and shown. This is not lost to social science entirely. For example, Van Maanen (1979: 541) reminds the social science researcher that in attending to everyday detail (by working from within), the ability to understand the often invisible institutional structures by which talk and action cohere is the most difficult yet most interesting goal of the ethnographic enterprise because they cannot be easily verified by those being researched. Yet scenes like D’Angelo’s remind us researchers we all too often lose the conversational quality of verification, leaving ordinary language behind us. 

Compare this simple scene in which chess is used as an analogy with what is offered in Business and Management studies. How many strategy textbooks, for example, give such a clear yet nuanced analogy between chess and decision-making, despite often having chess pieces idly adorn their cover? On text books the chess pieces evoke the symbolic value of control – as though decision makers ought aspire to direct events by bringing actions into harmony with the generality of a deliberate design; the latter causing the former, much like a chess player looks over a chess board moving ‘their’ pieces in accord with learnt patterns of proper engagement. In The Wire’s fiction there are no such symbolic generalities, its contrivances work from within, and as viewers we are being invited to appreciate a rich array of meanings made available to us by associating the particulars of drug trading activity with chess. We might recognise, for example, how D’Angelo and the hoppers are shown talking from ‘the pit’, an open-air square lined by tenement housing on all sides used as a trading space for selling and buying drugs. Such a piece of trading architecture shares its DNA with financial and commodity trading floors most of which also began outdoors. By analogy the drugs trade is just one more commodity. We might also acknowledge and reflect on the didactic nature of D’Angelo’s speech; both hoppers and viewers sense the ties binding their world and get hints of how events unfold in ways that seduce and destroy them. What does unfold both sustains and confounds this explication. The scene conveys the hope and gives the lie to those forms of strategy presuming people have enough pre-eminence to extricate themselves from situations into which they are thrown. D’Angelo’s words are spoken from the ground, and unfold with the viewer, never leaving the ‘last things’ of the ground. This is the conversation of verification set in train. 

Tragedy
The expressive power of such conversation comes from coherence as much as content and to cohere the stories have to gather with an audience (Searle, 1975: 332), something we have argued is a relational rather than factual condition. Here we begin to touch on a third strength of literature, an enobling capacity to make human lives matter, often in spite of events. Going back to Whitehead (1938: 27), a philosopher of science, his reverence of literature comes from what he felt was its capacity to show how ‘the life of a human being receives its worth, its importance, from the way in which unrealized ideals shape its purposes and tinge its actions.’ Ideals remain unrealized, the ‘worth’ of life coming from the effort to articulate some sense of self-moulded direction in lives without resolution and events without stable meanings. So enobling comes with struggle rather than attainment, it is tragic. Albert Camus described as tragic those situations in which the compulsive forces of fate are met with resistance in spite of the protagonists’ awareness their endeavour is often doomed (see Williams, 1972: 209). The upshot is a world where achievements are transitory and characters find themselves acting with perpetual mismatch between intention and impact (Love 2009 (citing Eagleton): 95-96), and carry on regardless, their ideals unrealized.
The Wire excels in this tragic form. We argued earlier that the writers of The Wire wrote from a conviction that the way we are managing ourselves with ever-tighter scripts of performance (economic) measurement is steadily de-humanising. If The Wire is tragic in genre, then the traditional figures of tragedy – the Greek pantheon of immortal goddesses and gods – are being replaced with institutions. The city hall, the police department, the political parties, and school boards become the equivalents of minor deities, working from desire, whim and frustration under the directing influence of the ultimate force, the modern equivalent to bolt-throwing Zeus: global market exchange. In a world where concern for efficient and effective production and consumption become a pre-occupation – even drugs are given attractive names and re-packed, finding the ‘destructive jouissance’ of the hit extending into a preferred brand (Ronell, 1992: 59) - those who refuse to consign themselves to the terms of trade, or those who find themselves side-lined, suffer. The Wire shows an entire urban ecology permeated with this suffering. Lives are increasingly beset with forms of measurement, analysis and goal-setting that take their cue from an impoverished idea of wealth – namely the accumulation of commercially configured assets. 
THE WIRE AND STUDYING MANAGEMENT 
Much in The Wire relates directly to questions of management. Grounding the various plots of The Wire is the question of capitalism; not just the riches and deficits it produces, but the bureaucratic and anarchic consequences growing in its wake. We thus encounter not just economic activity that is riven with such a quantified logic of doing more with less. All walks of city life are affected and afflicted by the strife for efficiency. The city hall, police and even media, for example, are shown throughout the five series to be fixated with managing crime ‘stats’. Down is good, up is bad. The body count for murders is an especially sensitive measure of city-wide ‘health’. As the body count rises, so authorities wrestle with how to make it fall, in line with the city strategy. The most effective technique proves to be ‘juking the stats’; murders go unrecorded until a new reporting cycle begins, or they are classified as suicides, or they are off loaded into other systems with different reporting structures. The body count goes down. The police authorities and politicians accept the numbers bear little relationship to the city’s ‘health’, what they are interested in is finding a way of cheating reality awhile. 
The Wire’s sense for tragedy invites us to understand managerial action as implicated in complex adaptive processes where the self-sustaining, but often hugely inefficient prevail in-despite of individual struggles (March, 2006). One such example is Police Commissioner Erwin Burrell who, under constant pressure from the mayor, becomes especially pugnacious when dealing with stats, berating senior police officers who fail to appreciate the simple insights of performance review – figures can be manipulated, life cannot, so manipulate the figures. Clearly the gains from manipulation will be temporary, and Burrell appreciates he is as doomed as those he berates. Yet perversely, and fleetingly, he feels empowered by the system that oppresses him. His articulation of this feeling at one of the weekly crime stats review meetings is especially succinct: statistics, he argues, are a way of getting your own back: “if the gods are fucking you, you find a way of fucking them back. It’s Baltimore gentlemen. The gods will not save you.” The hubris is almost tangible. Sure enough Burrell finds the gods screw him as readily as anyone else, but not before this expressive moment of individual resistance. 

This is a small moment of tragedy - an acceptance of the misalignment between intent and impact, with neither closure nor coherence. Burrell is as tied down as anyone else, yet his suffering is never total, he finds room to struggle, to resist, albeit for a moment that is nearly over before it began. This forces the work of interpretation and evaluation back onto the viewer. The frayed plotlines continually unsettle any emerging opinion on whether figures like Burrell are good and bad; right and wrong, and in this holding-open it allows for a different kind of understanding to emerge, in which the totality of the situation that lies behind unstable and inchoate facts begins to dawn. 

There is an expressive power in this struggle that unfolds not just in the character of Burrell, but also draws us viewers into these conflicts. We find it impossible to assign him to a category and his tragic predicament reminds us how easily a language of stable concepts and categories can come to repress our awareness of how people struggle amid them (Tsoukas and Chia, 2002). Great literature restores such awareness, allowing the viewer a perspective on lives that do not readily admit stable identification. It becomes especially apparent in those characters we might, on first familiarity, label ‘weak’ or ‘bad’. Burrell is one, Stringer Bell is another. Bell too is mired in experiences of tragic dislocation. He is long inured to contradictions: political promises of ethnic emancipation that never get delivered; a drugs trade that delivers him riches which can only ever be spent wantonly, wastefully; regulators such as police absenting themselves from justice; business activities like property development being as corrupt as ‘illegal ones’. The Wire does not make easy conclusions; its tragic nature lies precisely in its refusal to tell viewers what is right and wrong. Indeed with Bell, as with Burrell, the obvious institutional iniquities into which they are thrown are not resented but absorbed. They work in and amid institutional eddies, in whose small turmoil they might find opportunity for self-expression. Burrell’s opportunities are succinct, gloriously eloquent, and short; Bell’s are more furtive, persistent and fruitful. Bell appreciates how, if he can buy and sell property as well as drugs he can realize more, become more.

However, instead of stopping there to count Burrell and Bell’s losses and gains, The Wire stays with the characters to witness how their deviations from socially prescribed roles and their attempts at reworking the categories of their trade pan out (see Zuckerman, 1999). Indeed, recalling the earlier mentioned examples of Randy and Bubbles and their efforts are starting new enterprises, there is in The Wire an acknowledgement of what the sociologist Georges Simmel (1908/1971: 144) finds is the potency of trade, “[F]or trade alone makes possible unlimited combinations, and through it intelligence is constantly extended and applied in new areas.” It is trade that finds Bell no longer fully committed as a gangster but, instead, a wanderer in the hinterland. Wandering occurs in breakdowns of habit that release an individual free for adventure, but with little control (Park, 1928: 888). The released individual looks upon their traditional world with a degree of disinterest, gaining perspective; in Simmel’s words, he becomes a stranger, and eventually a stranger to himself, staying but not settled, askance from localized pieties. Where in the past such estrangement might have been induced by excommunication, or emigration forced by famine or war, in contemporary Baltimore it is commerce. His old partner in the gang Avon Barksdale gradually recognizes this change, and begins to think of Bell as a different being: “I see a man without a country, you’re not hard enough for the game, but maybe not smart enough for them out there [the city’s property developers] – you’re thinking green – I think red.” Without the blood of a gangster coursing through him, Bell espies new prospects. Increasingly, though, as his property development continues, the possibilities for gain released by his estrangement are themselves restricted, he finds himself acting without the ‘warmth’ of prejudicial regard (Simmel 1908/1971: 148). His end is thus aptly sealed not by bankruptcy, but when his commercial venturing rouses a storm of Old Testament vengeance. In struggle he loses, as do most of the characters struggling in The Wire’s Baltimore and we, as viewers, are part of the audience that ‘metes out their punishment’ (Zuckerman, 1999: 1429), as our affections diminish together with the characters’ idealism. Officer McNulty remains mired in a police force and court service in which justice appears but all too often treated as an unwelcome houseguest; Mayor Carcetti learns to wear his political ideals as casually as his ready-made suits; Bunny Colvin becomes wise to the temporary and often feckless nature of human sympathy. They struggle, they get frustrated, they continue to struggle. They harry, protect others, fight, attempt to build, use stratagems, and all the while find what they build becoming uninhabitable and falls away, requiring yet further construction. The Wire shows this, it does not tell the viewer to think it, and in showing it the understanding always connotes as much as it denotes, it provokes as much as confines, it unsettles as much as it explains.  
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